Beekeeping Suit – Adult – S-4XL – Beekeepers Protective Clothing

This is one of the best Bee Suits you will find! Comfortable and sturdy, this suit is a round veil attached to a heavy-duty cotton polyester blend suit. The zippered hood with mesh screen front and sides, comes with a collapsible veil that supports itself when on, but collapses when off. Other features of the suit are elastic thumb straps, double Velcro closures, and zippers on the ankle cuffs for ease of putting on and taking off. For additional protection, it has overlapping zippers with Velcro at the neck.

Adult’s Bee Suit comes in XS, S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, & 4X. Can be special ordered. All sizes are the same price.

(Bee-ware: Never visit your hive without wearing, at least, a veil. If your bee colony seems more aggressive, more protection is advised. Bee safe!)
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